Popular Brands Appearing Next To Election disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Election Collusion.
- Dominion Software.
- Biden Stole the election from Trump.
- First hand witnesses to fraud.
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- Criteo
- theTradeDesk
‘Collusion’ vs. Collusion

One can lie about “collusion” with impunity. But to speak the truth about collusion is to be smeared as “xenophobic,” “racist,” and “nativist.”

By Victor Davis Hanson  December 13, 2020

Historians will dissect the origins and spread of the mass hysteria of Russian “collusion.”

The farce infected the media. It discredited the Democratic Party. And it warped the popular culture between 2015 and 2020.
were Alger Hiss. By 2016 they were in full Joe McCarthy-mode, hunting for a Russian under every bed.

Putin, in his Mafioso-style thinking, had kept his part of the reset bargain. He had stayed inert in 2011, as promised in Seoul, South Korea, to aid Barack Obama’s reelection campaign. And in collusory return, as also promised, Putin got missile defense in Eastern Europe scrapped and, as a bonus, a free hand in Crimea and eastern Ukraine.

Collusion Delusion

“Collusion” then had allowed befuddled Russian appeasers and naïfs to cover up, and recalculate themselves as our new version of Cold War hawks. It was as if a supposedly
“Collusion” destroyed what was left of respect for the Washington FBI, the CIA, and the liberal news media. When 50 former “intelligence” officers can attest, right before the election, that the Hunter Biden scandal emails are likely Russian disinformation designed to help Trump, then there is nothing much left of the reputation of our once best and brightest.

There are many theories of the origins of “collusion.” Some believe that Hillary Clinton, and her firewalls of the Democratic National Committee, Perkins Coie, and Fusion GPS that hired

voterfraud-disinfo
Election Fraud Witness in Wisconsin: Tens of Thousands of Voters Falsely Claimed to be ‘Indefinitely Confined’ to Obtain Absentee Ballots

By Debra Heine  December 11, 2020

Give comfort, get 10% off
Save on the Original, Down, and Foam Pillows.
The Supreme Court’s Rejection Of Texas’s Election Lawsuit Failed The Constitution

Late Friday, the Supreme Court rejected Texas’s election-related lawsuit against fellow states Pennsylvania, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Georgia. The Supreme Court was right—and wrong.

A week ago today, Texas filed a Motion for Leave to file a Bill of Complaint in the U.S. Supreme Court against the four states, charging constitutional violations related to the 2020 election. Texas also sought preliminary injunctive relief to prevent the putative defendant states from taking further actions related to the election.

Two days later, the attorneys general for the named states filed their responses, all asserting Texas lacked “standing” or the right to sue, because Texas, as a state, suffered no injury from the claimed violations of the election code. Texas countered with a reply brief early Friday.

A bevy of additional filings also hit the Supreme Court’s docket, with states, legislators, governors, even random Americans seeking to file amicus curiae, or friend of the court, briefs either supporting or condemning Texas’ lawsuit. President Trump and a few states sought to intervene or join in the case.

But Friday evening the Supreme Court closed the case by denying Texas’ Motion for Leave.

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/clk?sa=L&ai=Ce1ShdtvoXbIONgO6owa.oimoD7ict9JgxbNvXK_6D109A3XUEAFgiiu2GDJ3yKKKTjYD6A08_q2wPAPQmgAgCoAwh4Awqq8tNoCT9...
Supreme Court Leaves the Constitution Defenseless

But by failing to mention Texas’s constitutional claims, and by not providing any reasoning for its decision—omissions likely needed for the court to maintain its near-unanimous agreement—the Supreme Court created the appearance that it does not care about constitutional violations. When the question of standing is considered against Texas’s allegations of violations of the Elector’s Clause, it is hard to believe the court does. Or, rather, given their refusal to address Texas’s Elector’s Clause claim, it is hard to believe the justices put the constitutional question above their desire to avoid appearing to meddle in the 2020 election.
As noted previously, the 2020 election was the most corrupt and compromised election in US history. Prior Democrat methods of voting for dead people merged with modern machine machinations. The result was President Trump’s greatest election win in history being stolen by both US and foreign actors.
Dominion Audit: Ballot Error Rate Was At Least 85,000 Times Higher Than FEC Allows

Additionally, Ramsland’s team reported the “extremely suspicious” absence of logs regarding the abnormally high number of digitally adjudicated ballots.

Antrim County in northern Michigan made headlines last month after the discovery of
Ramsland's report said that of the 15,676 individual voting events recorded on the Dominion Voting Systems in Antrim County, 10,667 ballots — 68.05 percent — were errors.

The allowable election error rate established by the FEC guidelines is 1 in 500,000 ballots, but Ramsland's team used 1 in 125,000 or 0.0008 percent, making the requirement less strict to account for vagueness in the law, Ramsland said in a text to The Western Journal.

In other words, what occurred in Antrim County was at least 85,000 times higher than what is allowable.

Ramsland's team also said it found that a "staggering number" of votes were digitally adjudicated in 2020.

The report explains that Dominion software classifies ballots in two categories: normal and adjudicated.

Ballots sent to adjudication can be altered by administrators, as was demonstrated by an election worker in Georgia last week.
higher than the Federal Election Commission guidelines allow.

Additionally, Ramsland’s team reported the “extremely suspicious” absence of logs regarding the abnormally high number of digitally adjudicated ballots.

Antrim County in northern Michigan made headlines last month after the discovery of an Election Day computer “glitch” that had falsely switched the county from a win for Trump to a Biden victory.

The amended results showed the president winning the county with 9,748 votes to Biden’s 5,960.

**TRENDING:** Flashback: Child Died After Biden’s Pick for Transportation Secretary Covered Up Traffic Safety Light, Look Where He Placed the Blame

Ramsland’s report said that of the 15,676 individual voting events recorded on the Dominion Voting Systems in Antrim County, 10,667 ballots — 68.05 percent — were errors.

The allowable election error rate established by the **FEC guidelines** is 1 in 500,000 ballots, but Ramsland’s team used 1 in 250,000 or 0.0008 percent, making the...
Forensic Audit of Dominion Voting Machine in Michigan Alleges System is Riddled With ‘Inherent Errors’ Designed ‘to Create Systemic Fraud’

The kraken is being realized.

Published 2 days ago on Dec 14, 2020
By Shane Trejo
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Forensic Audit of Dominion Voting Machine in Michigan Alleges System is Riddle

A Michigan judge ordered the release of the audit to the public on Monday after initially complying with the state’s request to seal the information. The findings are damning for fraud deniers who have tried to prevent an investigation into hundreds of credible allegations of irregularities on election day.

“We conclude that the Dominion Voting System is intentionally and purposefully designed with inherent errors to create systemic fraud and influence election results,” the forensic report reads.

The allowable election error rate established by the Federal Election Commission guidelines is of 1 in 250,000 ballots (0.0008%). We observed an error rate of 68.05%. This demonstrated a significant and fatal error in security and election integrity, it continues.

The forensic audit was performed by Russell James Ramsland, Jr., of Allied Security Operations Group. The report notes that “because the same machines and software are used in 68 other counties in Michigan, this casts doubt on the integrity of the entire election in the state of Michigan.”
FAKE NEWS MEDIA

DAMAGE CONTROL: Election Officials and ‘Fact Checkers’ Try to Excuse Georgia Ballot Fraud Caught on Video

They're in on it.

Published 2 weeks ago on Dec 6, 2020
By Shane Trojo

NOTHING TO SEE HERE

VOTE NOW: Did Kyle Rittenhouse act in self defense when he shot three BLM rioters?
Vote Now
‘ASSAULT ON DEMOCRACY’: 9 Charged In Election Fraud Scheme

By Andrew Mark Miller - November 21, 2018

Democrats have tried to convince us over and over that voter fraud doesn’t exist. The only problem is that the evidence of voter fraud is pretty overwhelming at this point and a simple Google search will tell you that. Common sense tells you that there are people out there who want to abuse the voting system.

In Los Angeles, 9 people have been charged with voter fraud and you aren’t going to hear about it on CNN.
Nine people have been criminally charged after a Los Angeles election fraud scheme was busted by undercover officers.

Hundreds of homeless people on skid row were targeted and given cash and cigarettes in exchange for fraudulent signatures on voter registration forms or ballot initiatives this year and during the 2016 election cycle, reports the Los Angeles Times.

“They paid individuals to sign the names,” said LAPD officer Deon Joseph of the defendants. “That’s an assault on our democracy.”

In Los Angeles, you can earn up to $6 a signature on proposed ballot initiatives. “People hired to help qualify initiatives for the ballot are often paid per signature collected, typically $1 to $2, but officials said a recent slew of proposed ballot initiatives had pushed the rate as high as $6 a signature,” says the report. You cannot, however, pay people for signatures.

You’re fooling yourself if you think this kind of thing doesn’t go on all the time all across the country.

https://adclick.g.doubleclick.net/gp/track?aid=AXADpsob-wGC_Bhusor9RF-BnuUvNjU-LzqjBOTeW0R86pxr1_LJ-oQ7yqD2U2kjJCEnhvB8T-wn8ItpwuzVkcKt7agyOBtCBOg_2TrashPAoc...
December 16, 2020
The Fraudulent 2020 Election Is History Unfolding before Our Eyes
By Vince Coyner

History is usually written long after historical events play themselves out in real life. It’s rare to understand the gravity of historical events as they are actually happening.

For example, I was in the Army and stationed in Rheinberg, Germany. The Berlin Wall came down in November of 1989. I remember it because that generation was playing itself out only a few years later. It’s funny how we can see into the future from the past but often don’t see the past in the present.
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